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Proﬁle overview
He has extensive experience working with executive management in assessing the current and future business
needs of client organizations and providing detailed strategies tailored to their speciﬁc requirements.
Taabish is a specialist at evaluating the eﬀectiveness of business and manufacturing processes and oﬀering
recommendations for improvement that increase a company’s ﬁnancials. He has a proven record serving ﬁnancial
institutions as well as clients in the utilities and automotive industries.

Select client experience
Taabish has over a decade of experience delivering strong results for clients including:
using a client-centric approach to evaluate and redesign all front and back-oﬃce operations to improve
customer satisfaction while delivering measurable improvements to employee satisfaction and productivity
developing a scalable, data-driven approach to process improvement leveraging skills and toolkits,
automation, and process analytics, yielding 10 percent productivity improvements
acting as a Centre of Excellence manager being responsible for the ongoing program execution of an
incentive-based performance management that drove over $11 million in beneﬁts over 3 years
automating weekly reports for a company’s GTA business unit resulting in on-demand reporting capabilities
and reduced production time creating signiﬁcant savings

Of interest...
Prior to joining Farber, Taabish was a Director in the Operations Optimization group at the Royal Bank of
Canada. He was responsible for the design and roll-out of a new fact-based process transformation approach
across the Canadian Banking Operations while also running the Centre of Excellence for a performance
management and incentive program.

Areas of expertise
Automation
Business Modelling & Analytics
Business Strategy
Change Management
Market Intelligence
Marketing Research
Marketing Strategy
Operational Excellence
Organizational Design

Insights
Articles
Adding a Dash of Science into the Talent Management Mix
Analysis Paralysis: When Big Data Gets Too Big
Automation: Long-Term Implications Every Executive Needs to Consider
The Age of Automation: Why Process Improvements Still Matter

Case studies
Communication Judo: How to Move from Conﬂict to Collaboration

Education & qualiﬁcations
Bachelor of Applied Science in Industrial Engineering, University of Toronto (2007)

